INTRODUCTION
diary, compiled to keep track of a range of information including news, household affairs and Hooke's employment at the Royal Society.
9 As yet, no similar investigation of Blagden's diary has been conducted. Much remains to be explored of his approach to information management, and his changing careers as a medical practitioner, assistant and advisor to better-known figures such as Joseph Banks, as Royal Society secretary, and as a client of aristocratic London society. Building upon this literature, I argue that Blagden's diary was shaped by note-taking methods derived from medical practice, commonplace books and travel writing, alongside correspondence. Underlying Blagden's use of these genres were the ways in which the diary assisted him in pursuing careers in the service of advancement through patronage. Though his diary was not solely responsible for shaping his careers and relationships, this paper suggests that it nonetheless played a significant role.
The paper begins by considering Blagden's interest in memory and the association of ideas, exploring its influence on his habitual note-taking. There follows an examination of the chronological development of Blagden's career and note-taking, first as a student and physician in the 1760s and early 1770s, during which he compiled medical notes and a commonplace book, in the service of pursuing fame and fortune through a medical career. His brief service as surgeon to the army in North America in the mid 1770s is considered next, revealing how voyage narratives, alongside his desire to fashion a career as Banks's client, shaped the form of his diary. The final sections examine Blagden's career as Royal Society secretary, and his later attempts to foster a network of predominantly female aristocratic patrons, aided by the diary.
THE ASSOCIATION OF IDEAS AND BLAGDEN'S INTEREST IN MEMORY
In form, structure, and content, Blagden's diary and notebooks bear the influence of information management strategies derived from a number of manuscript genres from personal and professional contexts. What was common to each of these was the way in which they operated as aides-mémoires. In his student medical notes, compiled during his time at the University of Edinburgh in the 1760s, Blagden displayed a fascination with the 'association of ideas', an interest also observed in the commonplace book he kept between 1769 and 1773. As this section will reveal, his approach to mind and memory may have informed the composition and use of his notebooks and diary.
The use of notes as aides-mémoires in the early modern period has been discussed by several historians. Ann Blair has connected note-taking with the concept of 'information overload', revealing how written notes supported memory in a variety of situations. 10 In his work on Boyle's loose manuscript notes, Richard Yeo has pointed to their function in prompting recollection and relieving the memory, in addition to triggering trains of thought. 11 Henderson has similarly suggested that Hooke's memoranda may have been prepared with the aim of jogging his memory. 12 The use of notes and diaries as aides- Some early modern scholars turned to manuscript record-keeping to compensate for bad memory. Lotte Mulligan argues that Hooke, who was noted for his poor memory, compiled his memoranda to improve his ability to recall information, in line with his conception of memory as a store for impressions that could be improved by the act of compiling a daily record.
14 By contrast, neither Blagden nor his contemporaries appear to have suggested that he possessed a bad memory. The biographer and diarist James Boswell remarked upon Blagden's 'copiousness and precision', suggesting that he possessed a good memory. 15 Indeed Christa Jungnickel and Russell McCormmach argue that it was Blagden's 'excellent memory for facts' that made him appeal to those he worked for. 16 Though historians have remarked upon Blagden's memory in such terms, no scholarship has yet explored the means by which he might have cultivated such abilities, or the models of memory that may have influenced his record-keeping.
Several of Blagden's notebooks reveal his interest in the association of ideas as a mechanism by which thoughts become connected in the mind, and may be prompted in sequence by a trigger. As Hugh Buckingham and Stanley Finger note, the notion of 'triggering mnemonic movements in sequence' is one that dates back to Aristotle's De memoria et reminiscentia, in which he distinguished between recognition memory, where previously encountered external stimuli cause one to recognize or remember previous experiences, and recollection, as the ability to search consciously through one's memory for something. 17 Aristotle described recollection as a process whereby an individual deliberately hunts for something in the memory, seeking out traces 'either similar, or contrary . . . or else . . . contiguous' until the desired trace is found. 18 In the eighteenth century, the philosopher David Hume, in An enquiry concerning human understanding, asserted that the mind contained ideas, images derived from sensory impressions, that could be connected to one another by 'resemblance', 'contiguity in time or place', and 'cause or effect'. 19 This notion was expanded upon by David Hartley, the philosopher and physician most often viewed as the forerunner to the school of association psychology.
20
During his student days at Edinburgh, Blagden appears to have come into contact with Hume's conception of the association of ideas, as suggested by a small notebook dedicated to memory. In this notebook, Blagden wrote 'M[emor]y. is faithful to the order of Ideas; hence train of think[in]g', and recorded the ways in which ideas could be related to one another: '1. According to situation in time & place 2. resemblance in other qualities in wh [ich] . are diff[eren]t. degrees. 3 cause & Effect'. 21 Though Blagden did not cite a source, these relations correspond exactly with those of Hume, namely 'contiguity', 'resemblance', and 'cause or effect'. Hume was based in Edinburgh, and Blagden may well have met him during his time at the university.
22
Evidence of Blagden's interest in the association of ideas is not confined to this particular notebook. On the very first page of his commonplace book, he mused that 'Association of Ideas is the foundation of our ordinary train of thinking. If by any means the original idea is excited, the ideas connected by association present themselves in the order in which they were associated, to the mind.'
23 Following this, Blagden reflected on an incident where he observed how a train of thought experienced during his youth was re-sparked by a recent visit to a church in Bristol, where he spent much time as a boy. He described how the sight of the church's chandeliers caused him to fall 'into the same train of thoughts' he had experienced while 'listless at church' as a child, where he daydreamed of shearing them from the ceiling using a magnetized sword.
24 Though Hume did not refer to trains of thought in his description of the association of ideas, this statement suggests that, in Blagden's understanding, the concepts were closely linked when recalling events and thoughts from the past using a trigger, in this case a specific object in a familiar setting.
Though Blagden was much taken with the association of ideas, not all scholars of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries considered it a productive mechanism for recollection. As Roger Lund argues, many saw associations between ideas based on similarity as potentially harmful to judgement and clear moral thinking. 25 The philosopher Thomas Hobbes was concerned that those preoccupied with finding similitudes in the world, aligned with the possession of good 'wit', dissembled in making 'things appear other than they are'. 26 John Locke similarly feared that an 'aptness to jumble things together wherein can be found any likeness' could impair an individual's perception of the world. 27 Hume acknowledged a similar concern, noting that, when 'In our more serious thinking' a connection to an idea is introduced from another that interrupts the 'regular tract or chain of ideas', it is 'remarked and rejected'. 28 Though Blagden commented upon 'trains of thought' in such terms, stating that where individuals failed to follow a 'proper train' this suggested 'madness and delirium' in opposition to rational thinking, his discussion of the association of ideas in recollecting previous events suggested the mechanism as a positive force for memory.
29
Since his musings on associationism occur on the very first page of his commonplace book, one might suggest that Blagden was thinking specifically about memory and associations at the moment he began this manuscript. The diary that Blagden kept after his commonplace book may have operated as a prompt to recollection in line with his conception of the association of ideas, an assumption supported by evidence that Blagden re-read his diary At the meeting of last Saturday the first paper read was on the subject of fossil petrified palm wood found near Soissons; it was really palm wood, & had the genuine structure of that tribe of vegetables very evidently, tho' the whole was stone, I believe impure siliceous stone; but we have seen the like from a great many places. This was found in sand, under limestone. [illegible word] memoires then read by Mr Seguin, on the method of tanning with alum.
32
The detail in the letter elaborates slightly on that found in the diary, but in places includes identical wording, such as 'was really palm wood'. The fact that Blagden mentioned the structure of the palm wood, though no such note featured in the diary, suggests that the diary may have succeeded in prompting recollection.
In his commonplace book, Blagden noted the power of objects in re-prompting trains of thought, but the same mechanism might have applied when reading words on a page. One might consider Hume's discussion of associative links forged by 'contiguity', observed in the way that 'the mention of one apartment in a building naturally introduces an enquiry or discourse concerning the others', suggesting the power of recording the first item in a sequence in leading one to recall the items that follow. 33 In stating only the beginning or topic of an idea or conversation, Blagden's diary may have been calculated to contain all that was needed to prompt previous trains of thought, suggesting one explanation for its terse prose.
CASE NOTES AND COMMONPLACE BOOKS: BLAGDEN'S MEDICAL NOTE-TAKING
Blagden began his diary in the 1770s, but had experimented with various genres of recordkeeping prior to this. This section briefly examines three such genres-lecture notes, case notes and a commonplace book-produced in aid of his efforts to pursue a medical career in the 1760s and 1770s. Born into a Gloucestershire mercantile family, Blagden possessed a meagre fortune, describing his father as having 'lived profusely' and thus left little to the family. 34 In becoming a physician, he hoped to secure greater personal fortune, alongside social status, by moving from Gloucester to a more 'eligible situation' in London, where he expected a physician might earn between £2000 and £4000 a year. 35 In the rest of this paper, I will show how several manuscript genres connected with Blagden's career and ambitions contributed to shaping the diary.
After graduating MD from Edinburgh University in 1768, Blagden attained a practice in Gloucester. 36 Several years later, he obtained a position as an army surgeon, and in 1776 sailed for North America to serve on board a hospital ship during the American War of Independence, a move he hoped would raise his reputation and provide 'the most effectual & honourable introduction to Practice in London'.
37 A physician's training involved the compilation of vast quantities of handwritten notes from lectures and reading, providing Blagden with a high level of training in observation and recording. Matthew Eddy, who has explored Blagden's medical note-taking, argues that many students were 'shaped profoundly' by their experiences, their courses establishing 'scribal abilities and values' that endured throughout life. 38 Blagden's student manuscripts instilled in him a discipline for daily writing, a habit that continued until his death in 1820. While Blagden began his diary some years after graduating, two of his Edinburgh contemporaries, the physicians Sylas Neville and Benjamin Rush, kept diaries as students, suggesting a plausible link between the need to make notes as part of medical training and the desire to keep a diary.
39
In addition to lecture and reading notes, medical training also involved the production of case notes, a genre of writing with clear similarities to the diary. Case notes and histories were compiled by students from observation of patients, which, as Julia Epstein notes, became a key part of a physician's training in the eighteenth century. 40 As Epstein argues, case notes possess a narrative as 'a chronology of bodily events', reported by the patient and recorded by the physician. 41 In Blagden's case notes, made from the patients he saw at Edinburgh hospital, entries began with the patient's admission date and details at the top of the page, and proceeded chronologically, recording changes in symptoms and prescribed remedies as they occurred. In addition to case notes, Blagden compiled longer summaries of particular cases of interest, which bore close resemblance to the form of his later diary. Some of these summaries date from immediately before his service as surgeon to the army, suggesting that he may have produced them as part of his professional medical work. 43 However, he continued to compile such summaries after he ceased practice as a physician in the 1780s. 44 Within the Royal Society's collection of Blagden's medical notes is a large sheet headed 'Case of My Servant Robert Watts. Dec. 1782' (Figure 1) , which displays structural similarities to Blagden's later diary (Figure 2) . 45 The summary breaks with the form of Blagden's earlier student case notes, suggesting that, after his graduation, his medical notes were adapted to suit his needs, and were in turn influenced by the form of his diary. The case of Robert Watts features the date down the left-hand side of the page, accompanied by the astrological symbol for the day of the week, a convention that Blagden began using in his diary in 1776, but that he had not used in his Edinburgh student notes. Rather than providing brief notes of symptoms and remedies as in the style of his student notes, he gave a fuller prose account of Watts's illness, along with actions taken each day, closely resembling the form of his diary.
After graduating, and during his time as a physician in Gloucester, Blagden kept a commonplace book, a genre of manuscript traditionally used for organizing notes, typically from personal reading, with the aim of collating useful knowledge for future deployment in writing and speech. As David Allan argues, 'commonplacing' can be traced back to antiquity, and to Aristotle and Cicero's extraction of arguments to be used and applied to multiple cases. 46 During the Renaissance, the genre gained pedagogical associations, with note-takers advised to identify themes in their reading and to structure their notes accordingly, thus aiding their recovery and re-use. 47 Ann Moss argues that such organization was intended to encourage recollection of related discourse from various authors. 48 Though some historians have suggested that the eighteenth century saw the decline of the commonplace book, Allan argues that the tradition continued, and that the genre became more flexible and diverse. He notes that some commonplace books were seen by their owners as 'little more than convenient aides-mémoires', used to store information from personal experience, in addition to notes from reading. 49 Blagden used his own commonplace book to record reading notes, personal musings, visits to friends, conversations and patient histories.
Blagden's commonplace book did not feature a thematic index, as associated with earlier incarnations of the genre. Instead, he often entered his notes alongside the date, a convention 43 Royal Society, CB/4/5, folder BLA.5.4 (Charles Blagden, notes on patients and symptoms). he continued in the form of his diary. 50 His student contemporary Benjamin Rush, who also compiled a commonplace book, followed the same practice in entering notes alongside the H. Wills date. 51 Such temporal indexing was not anathema to methods of note-taking in the eighteenth century. As Yeo observes of a number of Locke's manuscripts (notably his 'Adversaria physica' and one of his commonplace books), if the source of the material he sought to record was not a book, Locke noted the information in a dated entry.
52 Some note-takers explicitly compared their practices to those of mercantile record-keeping, and in particular the genre of the 'waste book', in which merchants recorded the day's transactions in order of occurrence. Blair notes Francis Bacon's categorization of his notebook as akin to a 'merchant's waste book, where to enter all manner of remembrance of matter, form, business, study, touching my-self, service, others'.
53 Note-taking conducted in this manner possessed similarities with the form of a diary, as a diurnal record.
Despite its lack of a thematic index, Blagden's commonplace book arguably owed a key feature of its use to the tradition of commonplacing in preserving information for later application. The recording of anecdotes and information of value is observed in the manuscripts of another eighteenth-century scholar, the antiquary Thomas Hearne, who recorded notes from reading, descriptions of antiquities, drafts of letters, and daily events in his diary. 54 The recording of information in this manner could be useful for a variety of endeavours; Elizabeth Yale has noted the strong affinity between Baconian 'incremental fact gathering', associated with both natural history and antiquarianism, and the use of manuscripts to collect, organize and share information. In its dated entries and autobiographical detail, Blagden's commonplace book appears to be his first experimentation with the diary form. As the relative flexibility of the form of the eighteenth-century commonplace book might suggest, conceptual boundaries between diaries and commonplace books were arguably slightly permeable. Yet, rather than choosing to continue his commonplace book, Blagden began a diary. Though the diary possesses some similarities with the commonplace book, in its inclusion of useful anecdotes and conversations indexed by date, some aspects of the commonplace book's content feature far less frequently and often not at all, including notes from reading and case histories. The two manuscripts also differ in their appearance. While the commonplace book is a hefty leather-bound volume, the diary consists of small folded sheets, infinitely more portable than a large bound book. As I will suggest below, the form and content of Blagden's subsequent diary was influenced by his decision to pursue a different career in the mid 1770s. 58 During Blagden's career as a surgeon in America, Banks's celebrity made him an obvious choice of patron for someone seeking to raise their standing in the social and scientific worlds. As Banks noted several years after his association with Blagden had begun, Blagden expressed 'humiliation' at claiming 'professional reward' and income from his work as a physician. 59 Through his connection to Banks, Blagden arguably aimed to pursue a career more conducive to the status of a gentleman, perhaps in imitation of Banks's own career, rather than that of a medical 'professional' employed by patients. 60 Between 1776 and 1780, contemporary interest in voyage and travel narratives, fuelled by the return of celebrated voyages such as Cook's, provides one possible context for the development of Blagden's diary, as a form suited to the collation of observations used to win patrons and to bolster one's image as a gentleman of science. This section will reveal how Blagden's desire to pursue gentlemanly status through Banks's patronage, achieved by sending gifts of information and specimens, was supported by the developing form and content of his diary.
Prior to and during the composition of his diary, Blagden was an avid reader of travel literature. Evidence of his reading can be found in a collection of papers entitled 'Travel records and observations', held within the Beinecke Library. Among these papers are several sheets containing notes extracted from a variety of travel texts, including Thomas Pennant's Tour in Scotland 1769 (1771), William Borlase's Natural history of Cornwall (1758) and Andrew Burnaby's Travels through the middle settlements in North America (1775).
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Blagden's reading notes reveal a fascination with topics that in turn feature heavily in his own writing, including landscape, industry and local customs. In his reading of Pennant, he extracted notes relating to landscape and local activities, often blurring the two in a manner mirrored in his own recording of his time spent travelling. When reading the Tour in Scotland, he extracted a quotation from Pennant's description of a particular journey, 'From Glen Tilt. Ascend a Steep hill, & find ourselves on an Arrie, or tract of mountain which the families of one or two hamlets retire to with their flocks for pasture in summer.' 62 The earliest portion of Blagden's diary contains similar descriptions, where local activities are described alongside the landscape. On 23 January 1776, he wrote: 63 In the same entry, he made a record of local activities in Crookhaven, the coastal town on the southern-most tip of Ireland where the Pigot moored before the journey to America: 'Mr Malony's public house at crookhaven a most notorious bawdy house 5 girls of all prices.' 64 While similarities can be traced between the content of travel narratives and Blagden's diary, the structure of the diary's entries also reveals the influence of contemporary travel writing on his methods for storing information. In several aspects of its form, the diary resembles the structure of eighteenth-century voyage narratives that sought to replicate the appearance of a ship's log, compiled to record position, direction, speed and weather. 65 Blagden's diary for the years he spent on board the Pigot contains several features reminiscent of a ship's log. Entries frequently contained notes on temperature, weather conditions and astronomical observations, as in that for 19 Though unsurprising for a diary kept while at sea, it is striking that notes on weather and temperature feature throughout Blagden's diary. Entries made during the 1790s, when he spent the majority of his time in London, invariably begin or end with a mention of the day's weather, as seen in the entry at the beginning of this paper. While weather recording in Blagden's early diary may have been influenced by travel literature and his experience of voyages, such practice is also found in the manuscripts of earlier natural philosophical diarists and note-takers. Hooke's memoranda, which took the form of daily entries, began as a record of the weather alongside personal observations. 67 Hooke, Boyle and Locke all recorded weather observations in connection with their interests in the effects of climate on bodily health. 68 As Jan Golinski notes, connections had been drawn since antiquity between weather and well-being, a practice that continued with many eighteenth-century weather diarists recording the prevalence of disease alongside temperature, moisture and pressure at specific locations. 69 Blagden's diary reveals a related interest, concerning the links between landscape and health. During a trip to south-west England in the summer of 1780, he recorded impressions of the health of the residents of Glastonbury in relation to its soil, noting it as 'almost surrounded with clay, & people there look by no means healthy . . . I was told of many agues'. 70 Alongside details concerning time and temperature, Blagden described local flora and fauna in his diary, topics also found within the notes he extracted from travel narratives. 71 The diary composed during his service in North America features extensive descriptions, including measurements made while examining creatures. On 23 January 1776, he recorded the following:
Grey plovers very plenty on banks of crook haven: measure 10 inches from vertex of head to extr[emit]y of tail 1 foot 9 inches from tip of wing to tip: 8 inches round the chest part of body: 2 inches from tip of beak to center of head beak 1 inch from tip of middle toe to joint of thigh 6 inches: back & back of head & neck brown speckled variegated with ferruginous white. 72 The form of the diary during the 1770s, shaped by Blagden's situation as a traveller and his familiarity with travel writing, assisted his efforts in embarking upon a patronage relationship by cultivating the interest of Joseph Banks. Though Blagden and Banks had corresponded prior to Blagden's departure for North America, analysis of their letter exchange reveals that during his military service their correspondence intensified, concurrently with the inception of the diary. 73 This correspondence contained news of the war and Blagden's progress in collecting for Banks, a task for which Blagden routinely stored information in his diary. 74 The role of gifting items to established collectors in exchange for social distinction has been explored by scholars in relation to the networks of the early eighteenth-century president of the Royal Society Sir Hans Sloane. James Delbourgo notes that Sloane's social prestige rendered him highly attractive to individuals in search of reward and advancement. 75 Gifts to Sloane were often unsolicited, and were offered by those seeking to 'collect the collector' as a patron, an art form requiring skill and discernment in the selection of suitable gifts that might result in the elevation of an individual's standing through Sloane's patronage. 76 In sending specimens and news to Banks, Blagden hoped to garner favour in a similar manner, with the aim of capitalizing on his efforts upon his return to Britain, when he immediately, though unsuccessfully, requested that Banks secure a position and lodgings for him at the Royal Society. 77 The diary enabled Blagden to document information and objects useful in winning Banks's favour. One gift that Blagden sent was a collection of more than 100 specimens of mammals, birds and fish, collected in Rhode Island. 78 This collection had originally been commissioned by the antiquary Daines Barrington on behalf of his friend the collector Ashton Lever. However, Blagden saw the opportunity as one in which he might appeal to Banks, his preferred patron, by choosing to send the collection jointly to both Barrington and Banks, and by flattering Banks: 'Mr Lever wants any thing that he happens not to have in his Museum . . . on the contrary nothing can be an object to you [Banks] but what will conduce to the improvement of Natural History.' 79 Blagden recorded this collection in his diary, noting the specimens he observed and caught on particular days, alongside measurements, behaviour and preparation methods. While the recording of information concerning local fauna was something that he had encountered in his reading of travel narratives, his precision recording of specimens would here have assisted him in collating data before sending it to Banks. Information concerning these specimens also featured in a manuscript catalogue in condensed form, indexed by date of capture. The diary and catalogue may then have been consulted, either singly or together, when Blagden wrote to Banks in September 1778 to provide him with a list of the specimens.
An example of how this may have operated in practice can be given with reference to a particular specimen. A bird identified as a species of 'diver' was collected by Blagden on 18 February 1777. In his diary entry for that day, he recorded, 'a fine Colymbus, which I put into spirits with a piece of sack-thread tied to one foot, with 2 knots in it. the bird was swimming with three others near the beach: belly very thick of feathers, & a most glossy, silvery white'. 80 In the catalogue, this creature was recorded as '2. Colymbus. Small White Belly. Shot by Mr Scott. Feb[ruar]y 18'. 81 In the letter that Blagden sent to Banks on 12 September 1778, the same specimen can again be identified: 'No 2 (A Bird) A species of Diver; the breast of a most beautiful glossy white when it was shot: swam in company with two others: no particular name here but Loon. Feb[ruary] 18'. 82 This bird is clearly the same across all three manuscripts, its identification as specimen number two confirmed on the body of the bird by the two knots in the sack-thread attached to its foot. One difference, almost certainly a transcription error, is the number of birds described as swimming in company with this individual; while in the letter Blagden referred to two, in the diary he mentioned three. The fact that he recalled the local name of the bird as 'Loon' in his letter to Banks, though no such note was made in either the catalogue or the diary, suggests that his brief notes may have prompted the recollection of further details.
BLAGDEN AS SECRETARY AND NETWORKER: MANAGING EMPLOYMENT AT THE ROYAL SOCIETY
In 1784, Blagden was elected secretary of the Royal Society, a position that resulted in no small part from his efforts to become Banks's client. 83 While he served as secretary, the diary assisted in his efforts to manage his employment. In this context, it was the activities of the Society and its Fellows, rather than local wildlife, that featured most heavily in the diary. At this time, the diary continued to serve Blagden's aspirations for social advancement through proximity to the Society and Banks, by functioning as a record of his engagements and various secretarial duties.
The diary that Blagden kept during this period took the form of an itemized record of events, places and people. It was used to keep track of daily affairs, social interactions, financial transactions and his itinerary. A portion of an entry dated 3 March 1795 illustrates this process: [Tuesday] 84 In this entry, Blagden recorded visits to two of his acquaintances, Matthew Montagu, MP and adopted nephew of the celebrated bluestocking Elizabeth Montagu, and Sir Charles Bingham, first Earl of Lucan. He noted the rough topics of conversation during his social engagements, including the disposition of an unknown individual, 'Leckie', in addition to the other attendees at the houses of his friends, including the Marquis del Campo, a Spanish ambassador favoured by Queen Charlotte. 85 A financial transaction is also mentioned, a deposit of £1800 with Blagden's banker, a sum sent to him by his brother Thomas, for a legacy received from the death of a family member, most probably his uncle. 86 In its itinerary-style composition, the diary of Joseph Farington presents an interesting comparison with Blagden's diary. Farington was an active member of the Royal Academy and a Fellow of the Royal Society of Antiquaries, alongside his work as a topographical artist. 87 Serving as a record of the day's occurrences, Blagden's diary may have provided assistance in managing the tasks of secretary of the Royal Society. The role of the secretary in the Society's first statutes was codified as including 'care of [the Society's] books, documents and correspondence', attendance at all meetings of the Society and council, the production of notes and minutes pertaining to meetings, and the drawing up of all letters written on behalf of the Society. 90 After the institution of the Society's journal, the Philosophical Transactions, in 1665, the preparation of papers for publication was added to the secretary's duties.
In several entries, Blagden recorded key aspects of the Society's business. Entries frequently referred to corrections and discussions of submitted papers, and to the management of correspondence with authors and Fellows. 91 The diary also assisted Blagden in keeping track of those with whom he had shared drafts of papers outside the Society's meetings, in times when he needed a second opinion. 93 Though such notes were not exhaustive in their description of attendees and conversations, they do provide additional insight into the activities of the Society, and in particular that of its dining club. Unlike the ordinary meetings of the Royal Society, recorded in the journal book, only the names of members and their guests were recorded from the meetings of the dining club. 94 In this respect, Blagden's diary gives insight into Society activities otherwise unrecorded.
THE 'ELEVATED RANKS OF SOCIETY': FEMALE PATRONAGE AND GENTLEMANLY STATUS
Though in his early career Blagden had been keen to foster Banks's patronage as a means of securing social and scientific advancement, it was during his time as secretary that he suffered a breakdown in his patronage relationship, centred on dissatisfaction at the way in which the relationship operated. In the late 1780s, Blagden experienced a rupture with Banks, tied to concerns surrounding the menial and ungentlemanly nature of his position as secretary, and in 1797 he resigned from the role. The diary reveals that, after this, Blagden attempted to cultivate a patronage network beyond Banks and the Royal Society, composed of a number of aristocratic women. In this endeavour, the form and content of the diary, developed in relation to his medical training, service in North America and work as Royal Society secretary, was suited to the recording of information when pursuing a new network of patrons. Though Blagden's attempts to build a patronage network cannot have been solely dependent on his practices of record-keeping, the diary may nonetheless have facilitated exchanges aimed at fostering a network of well-heeled patrons.
During his dispute with Banks, Blagden revealed his unease at his lowly status as a salaried assistant and secretary. The position of secretary was one that provided the postholder with financial reward, in the form of an honorarium. 95 As Steven Shapin has discussed in relation to the role of the 'invisible technician', payment in a working relationship entailed the subordination of the employee to the employer, in an exchange of authority and autonomy for financial reward. 96 The initial indications of a break in Blagden's relationship with Banks occurred in letters sent in early 1788, in which Blagden wrote of his desire to resign as secretary. On 2 February, he said that he wished to continue promoting 'the pursuits & interests of the Royal Society in the same manner' but that, from now on, he intended to conduct this work as a 'voluntary act', rather than as a paid employee. 97 His desire for the status of a gentleman, possessing fortune and social standing, was arguably incompatible with work as a salaried assistant. As the dispute continued, Blagden revealed his discontent at a lack of reward. Writing in April 1790, he complained that he had not received the benefits he expected as Banks's client, 'namely the improvement of one's fortune, and the advancement of one's situation in society'. 98 received scientific news. In correspondence with Lady Grey, Blagden summarized the latest scientific papers published in the Philosophical Transactions, at Lady Grey's request. 101 On other occasions, these women requested Blagden's company and expertise; in November 1793, Georgiana Cavendish asked that he accompany her on a tour of the British Museum. 102 Blagden also attended these women at their own homes, at elegant gatherings or 'assemblies', where news and information pertaining to a variety of fields, including natural philosophy, were shared and exchanged in the company of invited men and women. 103 At times, he was called upon to give medical advice, his expertise continuing to be valued long after he ceased practice as a physician. On 24 June 1795, he recorded a visit he made to Elizabeth Montagu to examine her servant, recently injured by a fall. 104 Having first met Blagden at a party at Portman Square in 1788, the author Hannah More described him as 'a new bluestocking, and a very agreeable one . . . Willing to teach, and yet not proud to know'. 105 More's comment exemplifies Blagden's role among these women as a convivial provider of interesting news and ideas.
Though Blagden does not appear to have benefited financially from this network, such interactions bolstered his standing as a gentleman. In attending these female-run assemblies, he made acquaintances among London society, all the while enacting the role of the clubbable gentleman about town, in addition to gathering news. On 3 April 1795, he recorded in his diary a typical visit to Lady Lucan's, during which he met notable members of the aristocracy, Lord Palmerston and Lord Lucan, 'In even
. mentioned that he was going with L[ad]y Camden to Ireland.' 106 In his work with and for Banks, Blagden had also encountered members of the aristocracy on a regular basis, as a frequent attendee of Banks's breakfasts at his Soho Square residence, and as his occasional advisor at meetings of the Privy Council. 107 What was different about Blagden's relationships with these aristocratic women was that they were not formalized in the same manner as his association with Banks. As a client and acquaintance of elegant ladies, Blagden was neither paid nor operating under the title of secretary, rendering his services voluntary actions rather than formal duties, supporting his image as a gentleman.
In all these engagements, Blagden's diary may have facilitated his remembrance of news and meetings, and the information and objects suitable for presentation to multiple inattentive.' 108 As this extract reveals, at times he was unsuccessful in cultivating the interest of his patrons using gifts of knowledge and objects. As Blagden made the transition from being the client of a single male patron to one engaged by a network of individuals beyond the Royal Society, these interactions shaped the form and content of the diary. Moreover, his training in the use of the diary as a repository for gift-worthy information, and as a record for managing its flows, suggests the diary's potential utility in fostering his reputation as a learned gentleman who provided news, objects and entertainment to a network of aristocratic patrons.
CONCLUSION
Blagden's diary operated as a tool for the management of information, and developed in its form, content and structure alongside his career and social ambitions. His record-keeping practices were arguably influenced by an interest in memory and recollection, centred on the association of ideas. The diary compounded several manuscript genres that Blagden encountered during his early life as a student and physician. His familiarity with further forms of diurnal recording, in his commonplace book and in travel writing, further shaped the form of the diary in content and organization, which in turn assisted him in pursuing solutions to his social ambitions. When following systems of patronage, his diary was of use in recording the types of information that could be gifted to patrons, in addition to managing his work as secretary of the Royal Society. This examination of Blagden's diary has revealed one solution to the management of information and social ambition, shaped by patronage.
Henderson notes that Hooke undertook his diary writing in order to 'record things that he felt needed to be remembered', including 'work, money, books, natural philosophy, news, health and household affairs'. 109 Blagden's diary, composed a century later, fulfilled a similar function, in operating as an aid to memory concerning all facets of his personal life and career. In its nature as a material manifestation of Blagden's interests and ambitions, the diary appears similar to Elaine Leong's assessment of early modern recipe books. Leong argues that these served as 'testaments of the interests and needs of particular families', shaped by the social and cultural contexts surrounding their composition. 110 As this paper has suggested, Blagden's diary was shaped by transitions in patronage aimed at providing a solution to social ambitions. At the same time, it assisted him in pursuing particular relationships and careers, in its role as an aide-mémoire. Blagden turned to a dispersed patronage network, rather than that of a single male patron, in his preoccupation with achieving the status of a gentleman. While recent work has exposed the networks of patronage over which male scholars such as Joseph Banks and Hans Sloane presided, little has been explored regarding the networks of aristocratic women engaged in scientific learning and patronage. 111 As a study of the diary has revealed, female patronage could trump that offered by men, in so far as the setting of female 'assemblies' offered a situation in which Blagden was not cast as the inferior assistant of a male scholar in a formal institution, but as an independent gentleman contributing to discussions headed by female patrons. This paper has extended the current historiography that considers early modern solutions for information management, by considering the development of a manuscript over time, and in relation to social ambition and career advancement, assisted by the form of a personal diary. As such, Blagden's diary might be said to constitute a 'sociomaterial' object, in its nature as a manuscript tied to its author, wherein the identities of both object and person were co-constituted over time. 112 As Blagden developed the diary in form and content, so the diary interacted with his persona, career and relationships, all in the service of personal advancement. Though this paper has sought to explore the diary in its own right, it has revealed that Blagden and the diary were inextricably linked.
